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(This was written on February 24, 2009).

 

What if you woke up one day and were totally unable -- by law -- to grow your own foods and herbs, as they had all been
patented by some international corporation? That's just the scenario that India is aiming to prevent, with its innovative new
licensing program.

Instead of putting them off limits to the general public, the government is officially certifying a full 200,000 natural remedies as
"public property." So anyone can use them, with this new "open source" style of approach.

Delhi scientists woke up when they realized that 5000 patents had already been secured by foreign companies -- on traditional
plants / treatments. Of those patents, 2000 were part of the native Indian medical disciplines -- including ayurveda, unani, and
siddha. (Unani actually originates from ancient Greece, but the other two are "home grown"). The patenting companies engaged
in "bio-prospecting" -- seeking to strike gold with patented extracts of powerful healing plants.

Dr. Vinod Kumar Gupta stewards a remarkable body of knowledge entitled the Traditional Knowledge Digital Library --
describing an astounding 200,000 natural treatments! He also describes the quandary or contradiction of the pharmaceutical
approach.

"We began to ask why multinational companies were spending millions of dollars to patent treatments..so many lobbies in
Europe deny work at all."

This amazing informational heritage took eight years to compile -- and 200 researchers -- working with ancient Indian tomes.
Now this sacred earth knowledge will be protected for all to use.

Before this important safeguard, Brussels (Belgium) had already patented 285 different medicinal plants. Other European
patents included one for Brahmi (Bacopa monnieri) -- a memory enhancer. And another employed aloe vera -- as a mouth sore
treatment.

Some company patents, like those based on neem and turmeric, have been revoked -- but only through years of legal work, and
millions of dollars in expenditure. Even the practice of yoga (and certain variations) has been privately patented -- in 130
different cases!

India has a remarkable heritage of seven different unique national medical systems (which also includes modern medicine as
one system). Nearly 80% of citizens use traditional medicine -- practiced by 430,000 registered health providers. For oversight,
the government's Ayush (regulatory body) takes care of these traditionalists.

The goal in this whole "system of survival" is to protect what nature has created to heal and sustain us -- while still allowing for
the responsible development of less expensive drugs.

While a "blockbuster" drug generally costs about $15 billion and 15 years to launch, the resulting patent lasts 20 years -- giving
the company just five years to recoup costs. This would open up the whole process -- with only drug trials and marketing
needed. And competition between companies would also reduce costs.

Now here are some vital botanical medicines, which have played a role in traditional Indian health, and some of the novel uses
for which they've been patented.

Ginger -- it's actually been patented to treat obesity! But this is not so surprising, since a traditional Siddha preparation also uses
ginger roots for this purpose.

Citrus peel extract -- used in Ayurvedic medicine to treat skin ailments -- and patented to do the same (skin disorder / injury
treatment).

Phyllanthus amarus (Himalayan skin herb) -- patented to inhibit the replication of retroviruses (as in HIV). Traditional texts also
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describe its use against immune-suppressing wasting disease.

For more on this whole remarkable work, see LaLeva.org -- and the original article by Randeep Ramesh (Guardian.co.uk). It
could be just the ticket to inspire a future "Slumdog Millionaire"!

 

Comments: 7

Dorothy H. Feb 28, 2009, 10:34pm EST

Ah! Once again corperate shinanigans stealing from the people. That seems to be such hard work for them, through
which they think themselves deserving of great monetary reward.

Visionaerie B. Feb 28, 2009, 11:05pm EST

There you go! I haven't perused the actual database itself yet, but I'm sure it's impressive (NaturalNews has a pretty
good one on supplements too). They've got our city windmill on the local TV news now, which is pretty cool, with that
museum naming contest. LewRockwell.com has also had some good articles about the deficiencies of the patent
system. "Open source" seems like it's definitely the wave of the future. Thanks for your comments and have a great
weekend!

Renee (Pres of Baby James Foundation) ~. Mar 1, 2009, 12:17am EST

So why not let them grow it themselves?

Kimberly Ripley Mar 1, 2009, 10:06am EST

You come up with some very interesting topics to write about. I always enjoy reading these articles.

Visionaerie B. Mar 1, 2009, 5:46pm EST

Thanks for your comments -- good points indeed! Growing your own is vital, especially these days. It sure helps to
subscribe to a lot of different newsletters, too. Hope you're having a nice Sunday -- thanks again and enjoy March!

Selene N. Mar 1, 2009, 10:15pm EST

I had no idea the traditional remedies can be patented....

The ancient wisdom gets exploited while the corporates make big money.

Visionaerie B. Mar 1, 2009, 10:22pm EST

Yes -- like the statin drugs are actually based on red yeast rice, which I think is also called koji? Some of the red
yeast rice was taken off of the market then, but our local Hy-Vee still had some. I've even heard there's a new
patented pharm version of vitamin B-6, so now they want to ban the vitamin? It's really crazy. Guess we need the
India guys and ladies to come over here and show us how to protect this heritage -- while still allowing the drug
companies to prosper in a responsible way. Thanks for your incisive comments!
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